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ABSTRACT
Using a sample of ∼ 410000 galaxies to depth IAB = 24 over 8.26 deg2 in the Boötes field (∼ 10 times larger
than z∼ 1 luminosity function studies in the prior literature), we have accurately measured the evolving B-band
luminosity function of red galaxies at z< 1.2 and blue galaxies at z< 1.0. In addition to the large sample size,
we utilise photometry that accounts for the varying angular sizes of galaxies, photometric redshifts verified
with spectroscopy, and absolute magnitudes that should have very small random and systematic errors. Our
results are consistent with the migration of galaxies from the blue cloud to the red sequence as they cease to
form stars, and with downsizing in which more massive and luminous blue galaxies cease star formation earlier
than fainter less massive ones. Comparing the observed fading of red galaxies with that to be expected from
passive evolution alone, we find that the stellar mass contained within the red galaxy population has increased
by a factor of ∼3.6 from z ∼ 1.1 to z ∼ 0.1. The bright end of the red galaxy luminosity function fades with
decreasing redshift, the rate of fading increasing from ∼0.2 mag per unit redshift at z = 1.0 to ∼0.8 at z = 0.2.
The overall decrease in luminosity implies that the stellar mass in individual highly luminous red galaxies
increased by a factor of ∼2.2 from z = 1.1 to z = 0.1.
Subject headings: galaxies: abundances - galaxies: evolution - galaxies: statistics.
1. INTRODUCTION
Galaxy luminosity is a function of stellar mass and star for-
mation history and thus provides an indirect measure of the
build up of stellar mass within galaxies. Although the galaxy
stellar mass function (SMF) is more fundamental than the lu-
minosity function (LF), it cannot be measured directly as the
LF can. Galaxy stellar masses can be deduced from galaxy
luminosities if stellar mass to light (M/L) ratios are known,
or they can be measured by fitting stellar population synthesis
(SPS) models directly to observed photometry, but either way
considerable uncertainties are present in regard to the models
used. LFs on the other hand can be measured directly from
from observed photometry with smaller uncertainties. There
is therefore an important role for accurate measurement of the
evolution of LFs, which can be compared directly with theo-
retical models of galaxy growth and evolution, placing key
constraints on their assumptions and parameters. For passive
galaxies, stellar M/L ratios are reasonably well defined and
reasonably accurate measurements of red galaxy stellar mass
growth can be inferred directly from evolution of the LF.
Studies of LF evolution have used both spectroscopic and
photometric redshifts. Spectroscopic surveys provide pre-
cision galaxy redshifts, but have smaller sample sizes and
smaller volumes, and require larger telescopes than compa-
rably deep photometric redshift surveys. However, photomet-
ric redshifts can suffer from catastrophic errors, so that purely
imaging surveys can suffer from large systematic errors. Key
aspects of several recent spectroscopic and photometric stud-
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ies of LF evolution and LFs in the low redshift (z< 0.2) Uni-
verse are summarised in Table 1. A useful review of past mea-
surements of the optical LF is given by Johnston (2011).
Passive and star-forming galaxies have most commonly
been distinguished on the basis of a red/blue cut in rest-
frame color-magnitude space, and most z > 0.2 studies (e.g.
Bell et al. 2004; Willmer et al. 2006; Faber et al. 2007;
Brown et al. 2007) have used an evolving cut to model the
way that both the red sequence and the blue cloud have be-
come redder with time. A number of other studies have used
morphological indices to differentiate different galaxy types,
(e.g. bulge-dominated/disk-dominated/irregular, Ilbert et al.
2006b; Zucca et al. 2009). Others have used broadband spec-
trophotometric indices, (e.g. Madgwick et al. 2002; Zucca
et al. 2009). Restframe color, morphology and spectral type
are all intended as proxies for distinguishing quiescent from
star-forming galaxies, but several authors point out that many
low luminosity red galaxies are in fact dusty edge-on spirals
(e.g. Weiner et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2009; Bell et al. 2012;
Dolley et al. 2014), while recent work has also shown that
many spiral galaxies are in fact red in color (e.g. Bonne et al.
2015). Interpretations of LF evolution must take this uncer-
tainty into consideration.
Luminosity functions are generally parameterised using a
Schechter function:
φM (M)dM
= 0.4ln10φ∗10−0.4(α+1)(M−M
∗) exp(−10−0.4(M−M
∗))dM (1)
where φ∗ is a normalising factor, M is the absolute magnitude
in a given waveband, M∗ corresponds roughly to the transi-
tion from a power law luminosity function to an exponential
one, and α determines the slope of the power law variation at
the faint end. Because α becomes harder and harder to de-
termine as redshift increases, most high redshift studies have
used fixed values of α equal to those measured in the lowest
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TABLE 1
RECENT KEY MEASUREMENTS OF OPTICAL LUMINOSITY FUNCTION AND ITS EVOLUTION
reference surveys redshift range redshift faint sample approx.
used in survey type limit size sample area
(s or p) (AB) (deg2)
LOW REDSHIFT STUDIES
Blanton et al. (2001) SDSS (commissioning) < 0.2 s r∗ = 17.6 11273 140
Norberg et al. (2002) 2dFGRS z < 0.25 s bJ = 19.45 115986 ∼ 2000
Madgwick et al. (2002) 2dFGRS 0.01 < z << 0.15 s bJ = 19.45 75589 ∼ 2000
Blanton et al. (2003) SDSS 0.02 < z < 0.22 s 0.1r = 17.79 147986 1844
Blanton et al. (2005) SDSS DR2 (VAGC) z < 0.05 s 0.1r = 17.77 28089 2221
Blanton (2006) SDSS DR4 (VAGC) 0.05 < z < 0.15 s 0.1r = 17.6 ∼ 430000 2627
- + DEEP2 0.8 < z < 1.2 s R = 24.31 2976 0.63
Montero-Dorta & Prada (2009) SDSS DR6 (VAGC) 0.02 < z < 0.22 s r = 17.6 437565 7280
Hill et al. (2010) SDSS + MGC-Bright + UKIDSS 0.0033 < z < 0.1 s r = 17.9 2781 30.88
Loveday et al. (2012) GAMA DR1 0.02 < z < 0.5 s r = 19.45 12789 144
STUDIES OF LF EVOLUTION
Wolf et al. (2003) COMBO17 0.2 < z < 1.2 p R = 24.31 25000 0.78
Bell et al. (2004) COMBO17 0.2 < z < 1.2 p R = 24.31 25000 0.78
Loveday (2004) SDSS DR1 0.001 < z < 0.3 s r = 17.6 90000 2099
Ilbert et al. (2005) VVDS 0.05 < z < 2.0 s I = 24 7840 0.61
Ilbert et al. (2006a) VVDS + COMBO17 + HST/ACS 0.05 < z < 1.2 s, p I = 24 605,3555 0.044
Zucca et al. (2006) VVDS 0.05 < z < 1.5 s I = 24 7713 0.61
Wake et al. (2006) SDSS + 0.17 < z < 0.24 s r = 17.6 6326 (LRGs) 180
- + 2SLAQ 0.5 < z < 0.6 s i < 19.8 1725 (LRGs) 180
Willmer et al. (2006) DEEP2 0.2 < z < 1.4 s R = 24.31 11000 1.13
Faber et al. (2007) DEEP2 0.2 < z < 1.2 s R = 24.31 11000 1.13
- + COMBO17 0.2 < z < 1.2 p R = 24.21 39000 1.9
Brown et al. (2007) NDWFS + SDWFS 0.2 < z < 1.0 p I = 23.95 39599 (red) 7.0
Zucca et al. (2009) zCOSMOS-bright + HST ACS 0.1 < z < 1.0 s I = 22.5 10644 1.4
Cool et al. (2012) AGES 0.05 < z < 0.75 s I = 20.4 12500 7.6
Loveday et al. (2012) GAMA DR1 0.002 < z < 0.5 s r = 19.4 90000 144
Fritz et al. (2014) VIPERS 0.4 < z < 1.3 s i = 22.5 45000 10.32
this work NDWFS + NEWFIRM + SDWFS 0.2 < z < 1.2 p I = 24.0 408495 8.26
redshift bins.
Several low redshift i.e. (z . 0.2) studies have found that
there is an excess of very faint red galaxies above the number
that can be modelled using a simple Schechter function, and
they have accordingly added additional terms to the Schechter
function to model this (e.g. Madgwick et al. 2002; Blanton
2006; Loveday et al. 2012). In common with other measure-
ments of LF evolution we do not reach sufficiently faint rest-
frame magnitudes for these modifications to be significant for
our work.
Most studies agree that for blue galaxies the space density
parameter φ∗ has remained roughly constant since z = 1 (e.g.
Wolf et al. 2003; Willmer et al. 2006; Faber et al. 2007). For
quiescent/red galaxies, the majority of studies agree that φ∗
has increased with decreasing redshift, but they give widely
differing estimates of the factor by which it has increased.
Similarly, all authors agree that the characteristic magnitudes
M∗ of galaxies have become fainter with time, but there are
considerable differences for the same waveband in the esti-
mates as to how much fainter, and differences as to whether
M∗ for red or M∗ for blue galaxies fades faster. Much of this
variation in measured φ∗ and M∗ values can be attributed to
the highly degenerate nature of the three Schechter parame-
ters, with the adopted value of α making a significant differ-
ence to the other two parameters (as we discuss later in §8.4
in regard to our own results).
The luminosity density measures the amount of light pro-
duced by a galaxy population and is thus an indicator of the
stellar mass within that galaxy population. Its evolution has
been used to infer the growth of stellar mass within the red
galaxy population. For an LF given by a Schechter function,
the luminosity density is:
j = φ∗L∗Γ(α+2). (2)
where L∗ is the luminosity corresponding to the character-
istic magnitude M∗.
Fortunately measurements of luminosity density j vary
much less than those of the Schechter parameters φ∗ and M∗
because decreased M∗ estimates (brighter luminosities) corre-
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late with smaller φ∗ estimates. Furthermore, for red galaxies
(for which α ∼ −0.5), j varies little with α because Γ(α+ 2)
has a local minimum at α = −0.5. There is overall agreement
in the literature that the luminosity density of blue galax-
ies has decreased since z = 1 while that of red galaxies has
changed little.
Because the passive fading of quiescent galaxies can be
modelled using stellar population synthesis (SPS) models
(e.g. Bruzual & Charlot 2003), a number of authors have been
able to draw conclusions regarding the build up of stellar mass
within the red galaxy population. For example, Bell et al.
(2004) and Brown et al. (2007) both estimated that the stellar
mass within red galaxies has doubled since z = 1. A number
of authors have inferred stellar mass function evolution from
optical LF evolution (e.g. Bell et al. 2003; Taylor et al. 2009)
and from near infrared LF evolution (e.g. Bundy et al. 2006;
Borch et al. 2006; Ilbert et al. 2010) by using stellar mass to
light (M/L) ratios derived from theoretical models.
An additional measurement derived from LF evolution re-
sults by some authors (e.g. Bell et al. 2004; Brown et al. 2007)
is how the most luminous red galaxies (LRGs) have changed
in luminosity over time. Bell et al. (2004) used an argument
based on SPS models to demonstrate that there were insuf-
ficient massive blue galaxies at z ∼ 1 to produce today’s lu-
minous red galaxies when they ceased to form stars. These
LRGs must therefore have grown in stellar mass and luminos-
ity by mergers with smaller ellipticals or by dusty mergers in
which any bursts of star formation are obscured by dust. They
estimated that the stellar mass in individual LRGs has doubled
since z = 1, while Brown et al. (2007) concluded that 80% of
it was already in place at z = 0.7. These authors measured
luminosity function evolution for highly luminous galaxies
by determining how the absolute magnitude at constant space
density has evolved. This can be done for any galaxy sample
for which the Schechter function parameters have been de-
termined and we make this additional calculation later for a
number of studies (§8.3).
Zucca et al. (2009) investigated the role of environment on
the evolution of different types of galaxy. They divided their
sample by both morphology (E + S0, spiral, irr) and by spec-
trophotometric type, and concluded that the bulk of the trans-
formation from blue galaxies to red probably happened before
z∼ 1 in overdense regions, but was still ongoing at lower red-
shifts in underdense environments. Galaxies in “overdense”
and “underdense” regions were defined to be those in the up-
per and lower quartiles of the overdensity distribution when
overdensity was computed using a 5th nearest neighbour esti-
mator.
Given the considerable variation in conclusions drawn from
the various studies summarised in Table 1, there is clearly
a need for additional more accurate measurements of opti-
cal LF evolution, particularly at z & 0.5. Published studies
of the luminosity function using large samples to z ∼ 1 are
those based on COMBO17 (Wolf et al. 2003; Bell et al. 2004),
DEEP2 (Willmer et al. 2006), zCOSMOS (Zucca et al. 2009)
and VIPERS (Fritz et al. 2014), as well as that of Brown
et al. (2007) for red galaxies using NDWFS and SDWFS data.
COMBO17 and DEEP2 are compared in Faber et al. (2007).
Although the combined sample of Faber et al. (2007) numbers
39000 galaxies covering an area of nearly 2 deg2, the combi-
nation of cosmic variance and Poisson statistics still produces
an uncertainty in φ∗ of ∼14%.
In this paper we take advantage of the very large sample
size available in Boötes (an order of magnitude greater than
any previous survey): 408495 galaxies over 8.26 deg2 mea-
sured to a depth of I = 24.0 (AB) in several optical and near in-
frared wavebands and use this to measure evolution of the B-
band optical luminosity function over the range 0.2< z< 1.2.
Our work is an extension of that by Brown et al. (2007), using
improved photometry and including blue galaxies as well as
red and an extra redshift bin (1.0≤ z< 1.2). We also make use
of the newly available atlas of 129 accurate empirical galaxy
SEDs from Brown et al. (2014) to determine accurate photo-
metric redshifts and accurate absolute magnitudes using the
method of Beare et al. (2014). This paper is the first of two
based on the Boötes data. Paper II measures evolution of the
K-band LF and then uses both optical and infrared stellar mass
to light ratios to measure evolution of the galaxy stellar mass
function.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes
the surveys that we have used, Section 3 describes object de-
tection and photometry, Section 4 describes measurement of
photometric redshifts, Section 5 describes sample selection,
Section 6 explains how we calculated absolute magnitudes
from our photometry and Section 7 describes determination
of LFs. We present our results and discuss them in Section 8.
Finally we summarise our work and conclusions in Section 9.
Our results are determined assuming a cosmology with
Ω0 = 0.3, Ωk = 0, H0 = 70km s−1 Mpc−1 which is similar to
that implied by WMAP measurements (Bennett et al. 2013),
and presented using AB-based magnitudes and units in which
h70 = H0/70. Conversions to other cosmologies can be made
as described in Croton (2013).
2. THE SURVEYS
We used data from several legacy surveys covering 8.26
square degrees in Boötes to determine photometric redshifts,
to calculate absolute (restframe) magnitudes, to apply various
color cuts, and to separate red and blue galaxies on the ba-
sis of restframe color bimodality. Our photometry is based
on BW, R and I-band images from the third data release of
the NOAO Deep Wide Field Survey (NDWFS, Jannuzi &
Dey 1999), J, H and KS-band images from the NEWFIRM
Boötes Imaging Survey (Gonzalez et al. in prep.), u and y-
band images from the 2× 8.4 m Large Binocular Telescope
(LBT; Bian et al. 2013), z-band data from the 8.2 m Subaru
Telescope (Miyazaki et al. 2012), and 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0
µm near infrared images from the Spitzer Deep Wide Field
Survey (SDWFS; Ashby et al. 2009; Eisenhardt et al. 2008).
11087 spectroscopic redshifts from several sources (Section
2.6) were used in preference to photometric redshifts when
available (3.0% of the total redshifts). They were also used to
verify our photometric redshifts (Section 4).
2.1. NOAO Deep Wide Field Survey (NDWFS)
The NOAO Deep Wide Field Survey imaged two fields of
approximately 9.3 square degrees each, one in Boötes using
the MOSAIC-I camera on the KPNO 4 metre telescope, and
one in Cetus using multiple instruments and telescopes. The
NDWFS 5σ (AB) magnitude detection limits are BW = 26.6,
R = 26.0 and I = 26.0.
2.2. Spitzer Deep Wide Field Survey
We used 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 micron infrared photometry
from the Spitzer Deep Wide Field Survey (SDWFS; Ashby
et al. 2009; Eisenhardt et al. 2008) Infrared Array Camera
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(IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004) in determining photometric red-
shifts and for color cuts to exclude stars and AGN. Average
5σ (AB) depths in these wavebands were 22.6, 22.1, 20.3 and
20.2 respectively.
2.3. NEWFIRM Boötes Imaging Survey
J, H and KS-band data from Data Release 2 of the NEW-
FIRM Boötes Imaging Survey were used for the photometric
redshifts and the J-band data for photometry.
The NEWFIRM survey (Autry et al. 2003) covered the
whole of the Boötes region covered by the NDWFS and SD-
WFS surveys and made use of the NOAO Extremely Wide-
Field Infrared Imager (NEWFIRM camera) on the Mayall 4
metre telescope on Kitt Peak. The survey reached 5σ (AB)
depths of at least J = 22.9, H = 22.1 and KS = 21.3 within a 3
arcsecond diameter aperture.
2.4. The LBT Boötes Field Survey
Imaging from the LBT Large Binocular Cameras (LBCs;
Giallongo et al. 2008) in the u and y bands was used for the
photometric redshifts. The 2×8.4 m LBT was used in binoc-
ular mode, with the two LBCs imaging the same region of
Boötes in u and y simultaneously. Each portion of the Boötes
field was observed for approximately 1200 seconds, with 240
second individual exposures and a 30′′ dithering pattern being
used to fill gaps between the LBC CCDs. The LBT survey 5σ
(AB) magnitude detection limits were u = 25.2 and y = 24.4.
We refer the reader to Bian et al. (2013) for a more thorough
description of the survey.
2.5. Subaru z-band imaging
z-band imaging from the SuprimeCam camera on the 8.2
m Subaru telescope was used for the photometric redshifts
(Miyazaki et al. 2012). Almost the whole Boötes field was
imaged using exposure times of either 12 or 24 minutes, and
the majority of the 39 pointings resulting in images with see-
ing of 0.7 arcsec or better. Data reduction was carried out with
the prototype pipeline for the Hyper SuprimeCam (HSC) and
the photometry was calibrated to the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey (York et al. 2000). The 5σ AB magnitude detection limit
(detected with a 3 arcsec diameter aperture) was z∼ 24.1.
2.6. Spectroscopic redshifts
The vast majority of spectroscopic redshifts we were able to
use in the Boötes field came from the AGN and Galaxy Evo-
lution Survey (AGES, Kochanek et al. 2012), which obtained
spectra of 18163 galaxies with I-band magnitudes brighter
than 20.5 out to z = 1, (and quasars with I < 22.0 out to
redshift 6.5). AGES used the Hectospec Multiobject Opti-
cal Spectrograph on the 6.5 metre MMT telescope at Mount
Hopkins. Several hundred additional redshifts were obtained
from SDSS and from a variety of programs with the Gemini,
Keck and Kitt Peak National Observatory telescopes.
3. OBJECT DETECTION AND PHOTOMETRY
Copies of the BwRIyHKs images and the four IRAC band
images were smoothed to a common Moffat point spread
function with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
1.35′′. u, z and J images were smoothed to give FWHM val-
ues of 1.60′′, 0.68′′ and 1.60′′ respectively. These FWHM
values were chosen to correspond to the image with the worst
seeing. This ensured that the fraction of the light captured
by small apertures did not vary from filter to filter and from
subfield to subfield across the Boötes field.
We used a similar galaxy catalog to Brown et al. (2008)
and sources were detected using SExtractor 2.3.2 (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996) run on unsmoothed I-band images from the
NWDFS third data release. Duplicate object detections were
removed from the small regions of overlap between sub-
fields. To minimize contamination of the catalogue, regions
surrounding very extended galaxies and saturated stars were
flagged and excluded from the analysis. Visual inspection
confirmed that the majority of these regions did in fact sur-
round saturated stars or bright galaxies. Fifty-five bright
galaxies with SDSS spectroscopic redshifts lay within the ex-
cluded regions and we added these back in so that the bright
end of the luminosity function was not biased. Of these, 36
lay in the first redshift bin 0.2 ≤ z < 0.4. The final sample
covered an area of 8.262 deg2 over a 2.9◦×3.6◦ field of view.
Brown et al. (2008) used their own code to measure the ap-
parent magnitude of each source in each waveband using aper-
tures with diameters ranging from 1 to 20 arcsecond. SEx-
tractor segmentation maps were used to exclude flux associ-
ated with neighbouring objects. Corrections were also made
for missing pixels (e.g. bad pixels) using the mean flux per
pixel measured in a series of annuli surrounding each object.
Random uncertainties were estimated by measuring the flux
at ' 100 or so positions near to each detected object. As de-
scribed in Brown et al. (2007), they verified the uncertainty
estimates using artificial galaxies with de Vaucouleurs (1948)
profiles that were added to copies of the data and measured
with the photometry code.
We employed a variable aperture diameter between 3 and
15 arcsecond, dependent on the I-band magnitude measured
using a 4 arcsecond diameter aperture. We identified galaxies
in different apparent magnitude ranges which appeared from
visual inspection to have no near neighbours. This was done
by overlaying concentric circles of differing diameters around
individual galaxy images displayed using the image visualisa-
tion tool ds9. Using just these isolated galaxy images, we then
plotted Moffat point spread function (PSF) corrected magni-
tudes as a function of aperture diameter as shown in Figure
1, and selected an aperture where the magnitude as a function
of aperture diameter changed (on average) by less than 0.03
magarcsecond−1. In the case of galaxies with I > 21.0, we
used an area approximately 50% smaller than that obtained
by the preceding procedure, so that we avoided including any
small amounts of extraneous light which would be propor-
tionately more significant for these fainter objects. We then
normalised the growth curves to the chosen aperture diameter
and calculated the total correction as the sum of a Moffat PSF
correction and the mean offset at larger apertures for the nor-
malised growth curves. Table 2 lists the apertures we used for
all wavebands except J, for which slightly larger corrections
were used due to the broader PSF in this waveband.
To a large extent the flux contributed by neighbouring ob-
jects is excluded by using segmentation maps and the average
flux within annuli is compensated for masked flux. However,
this process is less accurate for galaxies whose images are
not perfectly axisymmetric. Figure 1 shows that the growth
curves do not all level off perfectly at larger diameters due
to random variations in the faint background. Our method
largely corrects for this by applying a mean correction to the
magnitude measured using a slightly smaller aperture than
that required to include virtually all the flux. It also has the
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TABLE 2
APPARENT MAGNITUDE CORRECTIONS INCLUDING MOFFAT PSF
CORRECTION.
I aperture diameter aperture diameter correction
(4 arcsecond) to include most of lighta used applied
(mag) (arcsecond) (arcsecond) (mag)
23.5 4 3 -0.410
22.5 5 4 -0.243
21.5 6 6 -0.105
20.5 8 8 -0.070
19.5 10 10 -0.078
18.5 15 15 -0.061
a Diameter such that the magnitude as a function of diameter changes by less
than 0.03 magarcsecond−1.
additional advantage that it does not assume any particular
surface brightness profile, (e.g. a de Vaucouleurs profile for
red galaxies as in Brown et al. 2007).
As a check on our procedure, we compared our corrected
apparent magnitudes with those obtained using apertures ∼
50% larger in area than our preferred values and found that
the systematic offset between the two was in general less than
∼ 0.05 mag for I > 22.0 and ∼ 0.02 mag for I < 22.0. We
thus concluded that the specific choice of aperture diameter
does not greatly impact our results and conclusions.
As a second check we also compared our measured
I-band magnitudes with those produced by SExtractor‘s
MAG_AUTO and found that our values were systematically
brighter by 0.06 mag or more as Figure 2 illustrates. We
attribute this to our improved estimates of the aperture re-
quired to capture the majority of the light together with im-
proved corrections for any remaining missing light. As first
pointed out by Labbé et al. (2003), the difference is partic-
ularly marked for galaxies fainter than I ∼ 20.5 for which
MAG_AUTO does not make a PSF correction for light falling
outside the photometric aperture. Brown et al. (2007) ob-
tained a similar upturn at faint magnitudes in the difference
between MAG_AUTO magnitudes and 4 arcsecond aperture
magnitudes for red galaxies (their Figure 1), but their offsets
are ∼0.05 mag smaller than ours. We attribute this difference
to our varying aperture size.
3.1. The templates
We used the Brown et al. (2014) atlas of 129 ultraviolet to
mid-infrared spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of nearby
galaxies for determining our photometric redshifts and for cal-
culating the K-corrections used to determine absolute mag-
nitudes. These templates combine ground-based and space-
based observations in 26 photometric bands, gaps in spectral
coverage being filled using MAGPHYS models (da Cunha
et al. 2008). The atlas spans a broad range of absolute mag-
nitudes (−14.7<Mg < −23.2) and colors (0.1< u−g< 1.9).
The systematic offsets and standard deviations for the residu-
als between the actual observed magnitudes and the observed
magnitudes predicted by integrating each SED over the fil-
ter transmission curves are all less than 0.03 mag in the ugriz
wavebands except for the u-band standard deviation which is
0.06 mag. This provides a high degree of accuracy for our
redshift and absolute magnitude calculations. The templates
span the range of galaxy colors significantly better than pre-
vious SED libraries and we refer the reader to Brown et al.
(2014) for a fuller discussion of how the template SEDs com-
pare with observed photometry.
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FIG. 1.— Example PSF-corrected growth curves showing how the opti-
mum photometric aperture diameter for 22.0 ≤ I < 23.0 was determined.
The curves are based on uncorrected 4 arcsec magnitudes and have been nor-
malised to a common 4 arcsecond magnitude. Solid lines are for galaxies
with no significant near neighbours and dashed lines for galaxies with only
faint or marginal contamination. Red, green, cyan and blue correspond to the
four redshift bins from 0.2≤ z < 0.4 to 0.8≤ z < 1.0.
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FIG. 2.— Our apparent magnitudes are 0.06 mag or more systematically
brighter than those produced by MAG_AUTO because our method accounts
for more of the total light from galaxies, especially faint ones for which
MAG_AUTO does not make a PSF correction.
4. PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS
Following Brown et al. (2007), we originally intended to
use photometric redshifts zphot determined using the empiri-
cal ANNz artificial neural network redshift code (Firth et al.
2003; Collister & Lahav 2004). However, we found that the
ANNz redshifts for fainter blue galaxies (I & 20.5) exhibited
a significant (∼ 30%) deficiency in numbers at zphot ∼ 0.55.
This deficiency was also very clearly visible in any binned
color-redshift plots that we made. We concluded that ANNz
redshifts for blue galaxies the range 0.5. zphot . 0.6 were ei-
ther being shifted to greater or smaller values, or that ANNz
was not producing valid redshifts for some blue galaxies, or a
combination of both. We therefore decided to use photomet-
ric redshifts determined using least-squares fits of the Brown
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FIG. 3.— Systematic errors in (zphot −zspec)/(1+zspec) are less than∼ −0.03
for z < 1. Random errors in (zphot − zspec)/(1 + zspec) are less than 0.05 for
0.2 ≤ z < 0.9 and up to ∼ 0.1 for 0.9 ≤ z < 1.4. Red denotes the median
error and blue the 1−σ deviations.
et al. (2014) SEDs to our uBwRIyzJHKs optical and infrared
photometry and our IRAC infrared photometry in the 3.6, 4.5,
5.8 and 8.0 micron wavebands.
Figure 3 and Table 3 compare our photometric redshifts
with available spectroscopic redshifts in Boötes (excluding
AGN), and demonstrate that overall the systematic error in
(zphot − zspec)/(1 + zspec) is less than -0.03 for 0.2 ≤ z < 1.4,
while the random error in (zphot−zspec)/(1+zspec) is 0.05 or less
for 0.2≤ z< 0.9 and up to ∼ 0.1 for 0.9≤ z< 1.4. We have
included galaxies at redshifts 0< z< 0.2 and 1.2≤ z< 1.4 in
Figure 3 and Table 3 because galaxies at these redshifts can
end up being counted in our range of interest (0.2 ≤ z < 1.2)
if their redshifts are significantly in error.
Catastrophic redshift failures were defined by |zphot −
zspec| > 0.15(1 + zspec) as in Ilbert et al. (2013). Table 3 in-
dicates that the percentage of catastrophic redshift failures for
red and blue galaxies together rises with redshift from ∼ 1%
at z ∼ 0.3 to ∼ 20% at z ∼ 1.3. However, the numbers of
galaxies involved at higher redshifts are small so that the cor-
responding percentages are significantly less certain. For the
whole of our redshift range of interest (0.2≤ z< 1.2) the per-
centage of catastrophic redshift failures is significantly lower
for red galaxies than for blue, as one would expect from the
tightness of the red sequence in color-color space.
The accuracy of our photometric redshifts is improved by
the fact that galaxies at z < 1.2 can be expected to differ rel-
atively little from the sample of local galaxies on which the
template SEDs in Brown et al. (2014) are based. We note
however that comparisons of photometric with spectroscopic
redshifts are subject to bias if the latter are not representa-
tive. For example, if redshifts are compared for only the most
luminous galaxies, these can be expected to have more accu-
rate photometric redshifts because of their smaller photomet-
ric uncertainties, thus giving an unduly optimistic picture of
overall photometric redshift accuracy.
5. SAMPLE SELECTION
As already noted in Section 3, regions surrounding very ex-
tended galaxies and saturated stars were removed from our
field, and this occurred before our initial sample was gener-
ated. We then applied the cuts listed in Table 4 to restrict our
sample to galaxies with good quality data.
TABLE 3
PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT ERRORS, SPECTROSCOPIC
REDSHIFT NUMBERS AND THE PERCENTAGE OF
CATASTROPHIC REDSHIFT FAILURES.
zmin zmax
zphot − zspec
1+ zspec
N % catastrophic
redshift failures
All galaxies
0 .0 0.2 −0.01±0.07 3993 3.7
0.2 0.4 −0.01±0.04 5878 1.1
0.4 0.6 −0.02±0.03 3281 1.6
0.6 0.8 −0.02±0.04 1116 4.4
0.8 1.0 −0.01±0.05 504 10.1
1.0 1.2 −0.03±0.08 314 15.0
1.2 1.4 −0.02±0.10 201 19.9
Red galaxies
0.0 0.2 0.01±0.07 1384 4.9
0.2 0.4 −0.01±0.04 2700 0.6
0.4 0.6 −0.02±0.03 1689 0.4
0.6 0.8 −0.02±0.03 568 0.7
0.8 1.0 −0.02±0.03 205 3.9
1.0 1.2 −0.03±0.05 117 4.3
1.2 1.4 −0.04±0.11 54 5.6
Blue galaxies
0 .0 0.2 −0.01±0.06 2609 3.0
0.2 0.4 −0.02±0.04 3178 1.6
0.4 0.6 −0.02±0.04 1592 2.8
0.6 0.8 −0.01±0.05 548 8.2
0.8 1.0 −0.01±0.06 299 14.4
1.0 1.2 −0.03±0.10 197 21.3
1.2 1.4 −0.02±0.11 147 25.2
5.1. Apparent magnitude limits
Our primary magnitude cuts are I < 24.0 and [3.6 µm] <
23.3, which provide us with a highly complete sample with
reliable photometric redshifts (Section 4). The [3.6 µm] cut
excludes objects for which the [3.6 µm] uncertainties would
be large as this waveband is important for the accuracy of our
photometric redshifts. All objects in our sample have good
NDWFS, NEWFIRM and IRAC imaging. We correct for I-
band incompleteness using the method in Brown et al. (2007)
which is described below (Section 5.3). Once we have applied
the I < 24.0 limit, we find that only 0.8% of our sources have
[3.6 µm] > 23.3 and therefore do not apply a correction for
incompleteness in the 3.6 µm band.
Because stellar properties are well defined, stars form a
tight sequence in (R− I) versus (I− [3.6µm]) color-color space
and could therefore be excluded using the simple cut shown
in Figure 4. As confirmation of the effectiveness of this cut in
removing stars, we additionally plotted the difference in mea-
sured I-band magnitudes when using apertures of diameter 2
and 3 arcsecond. Objects classified as stars by our color cut
appeared as a thin horizontal locus of constant magnitude dif-
ference identical to that to be expected for point sources with
our chosen point spread function, confirming that they are in-
deed stars (or possibly quasars, but we exclude these with a
further cut). Although the numbers involved were small, we
additionally removed objects for which the difference in I-
band magnitudes was more than 0.4 mag for the 2 and 3 arc-
second diameter measurement apertures.
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TABLE 4
CUTS USED TO SELECT OBJECTS AND SEPARATE RED AND BLUE GALAXIES.
cut purpose cuts number (per cent)
number of cut excluded
1 exclude faint I-band objects I > 24.0 894 962 (54.73%)
2 exclude objects with faint near infrared [3.6µm] > 23.3 181 561 (11.10%)
3 exclude stars (R− I) > 0.683+0.5(I − [3.6µm]) 56 455 (3.45%)
4 exclude stars I2arcsecond − I3arcsecond ≤ 0.4 2922 (0.18%)
5 exclude AGN ([3.6µm]− [4.5µm]) > 0.128 11 066 (0.68%)
(using modified and ([5.8µm]− [8.0µm]) > −0.04
Stern et al. (2005) cuts) and ([3.6µm]− [4.5µm]) > −2.272+2.5([5.8µm]− [8.0µm]−0.96)
6 exclude further AGN identified by SDSS and AGES 124 (0.01%)
7 restrict abs mag range −25.0≤MB < −15.0 79 794 (4.88%)
8 red-blue separation (MU −MB) > 1.074−0.18z−0.03(MB +19.62) 0 (0.00%)
number remaining 408 495 (24.98%)
-2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
(I−[3.6µm])
0.0
0.5
1.0
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FIG. 4.— Excluding stars. The color-color cut (R − I) ≥ 0.683 + 0.5(I −
[3.6µm]) effectively removes stars from the sample, except for a small
amount of overlap with very blue galaxies with (I − [3.6µm])≤ −0.5.
Type I and Type II AGN were excluded by the three cuts
in ([3.6µm]− [4.5µm]) versus ([5.8µm]− [8.0µm]) color-color
space shown in Figure 5 and Table 4. These cuts are similar
to those used by Stern et al. (2005) to select for AGN, rather
than to exclude them as we do; however, we have raised their
middle cut by 0.2 mag to prevent it from removing signifi-
cant numbers of galaxies which do not have AGN. Our cuts
do result in a small number of AGN not being excluded that
should be, and for this reason any galaxies classified as AGN
by AGES or SDSS are also excluded. Figure 5 also shows that
only a few of our template galaxies would be excluded by our
cuts and these are ones known to contain AGN. We see from
Table 4 that the fraction of galaxies classified as AGN is no
more than ∼2% so that further refining our classification of
AGN would not significantly impact our results.
5.2. Separating red and blue galaxies
As Figure 6 shows, bimodality is evident beyond z = 1 on
(MU −MB) versus MB color-magnitude plots. We separated
red and blue galaxies using an evolving empirical cut through
the centre of the green valley, the position of which was de-
termined for each redshift bin from histograms of the relative
numbers of galaxies with different restrame colors at a fixed
absolute magnitude. In each redshift bin this fixed magnitude
was chosen so as to intersect both the red sequence and the
blue cloud and is indicated by a vertical white line in Figure
6. This resulted in our definition of a red galaxy as one for
which:
(MU −MB)> 1.074−0.18z−0.03(MB +19.4). (3)
In their determinations of B-band luminosity functions,
Willmer et al. (2006) and Faber et al. (2007) used a simi-
lar but redshift independent (MU −MB) versus MB cut, which
was approximately 0.05 mag above our own: (MU −MB) >
0.419 − 0.032(MB + 21.52) − 0.52. Bell et al. (2004) used a
redshift-dependent red-blue cut based on a plot of (MU −MV )
versus MV , and Brown et al. (2007) used a very similar cut,
but we prefer to use (MU −MB) versus MB because it gives
clearer bimodality with our data set.
We checked the dependence of our measured Schechter lu-
minosity function parameters (Section 7) on the exact position
of the red-blue cut. We found that varying the cut up or down
by 0.05 mag made less than 16% difference to the space den-
sity parameter φ∗, less than 16% difference to the luminosity
density jB of red galaxies, and less than 6% difference to that
of blue galaxies. For the characteristic magnitude parame-
ter M∗ and the measured magnitude (Section 8.3) of the very
brightest galaxies the variations were no more than 0.06 mag,
and generally much less, especially for red galaxies.
5.3. Completeness correction
At the apparent magnitudes of interest the completeness is
largely determined by source confusion rather than objects
being lost in background noise. Brown et al. (2007) mea-
sured the completeness for red galaxies in the Boötes field
by adding mock galaxies to their catalogue and then attempt-
ing to recover them. They found that the completeness, as
a function of observed I-magnitude, was well described by
CI(I) = 1 − 0.05(I − 21.5) for 21.5 < I ≤ 24.0 and CI(I) = 1
for I ≤ 21.5. We assume that the same formula applies when
blue galaxies are included. Our apparent magnitude limit of
I = 24.0 [for which CI(24.0) = 0.875] is designed to ensure
completeness of better than 85%. As already indicated in
§5.1, the 3.6 µm band completeness is over 99% once the
I < 24.0 cut has been applied so we do not attempt to esti-
mate its exact value.
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FIG. 5.— Example plot for 0.2 ≤ zphot < 0.4 showing how AGN are excluded. Our three IRAC color-color cuts (solid lines) are modifications of those used
by Stern et al. (2005) to select for AGN rather than exclude them (dashed lines). Colored markers indicate our template galaxies at zphot = 0.3. The galaxies
appearing significantly redder in ([5.8 µm] - [8.0 µm]) color than the template locus have artificially high red colors due to noise in the 8.0 µm band.
By considering the numbers of galaxies n(MB, I)∆MB∆I
in absolute magnitude-apparent magnitude bins and summing
over apparent magnitudes we find that completeness as a func-
tion of absolute magnitude MB varies between 88% and 100%
as given by the following formula:
CM(MB) =
∑
I
n(MB, I)
/∑
I
n(MB, I)/CI(I). (4)
6. CALCULATION OF ABSOLUTE U AND B MAGNITUDES
We used the method of Beare et al. (2014), calculating the
absolute magnitude MW in a wavebandW from second degree
polynomial fits at different redshifts to plots of (MW +DM)−
mZ against a carefully chosen observed color (mY −mZ), with
DM being the distance modulus. Figure 7 shows an example
plot and Table 5 lists the observed colors we used at different
redshifts to determine MU and MB. We make the polynomial
coefficients used to calculate U and B-band (and also V and
g-band) absolute magnitudes from observed colors available
in full on-line6 together with the corresponding polynomial
plots like that in Figure 7. The RMS scatter of the templates
about the fits is less than 0.05 for both MU and MB across the
entire redshift range.
6 https://dx.doi.org/10.4225/03/563930353DA9E
TABLE 5
THE OBSERVED COLORS USED TO
DETERMINE ABSOLUTE U AND B
MAGNITUDES.
restframe redshift color max
waveband range (mY −mZ ) RMS
MW offset
U 0.0 to 0.8 (Bw −R) 0.049
U 0.8 to 1.2 (R− I) 0.026
B 0.0 to 0.4 (Bw −R) 0.040
B 0.4 to 0.8 (R− I) 0.023
B 0.8 to 1.2 (I − J) 0.037
NOTE. — Absolute magnitudes in a waveband W
are calculated using the method of Beare et al. (2014).
Given two suitably chosen observed magnitudes mY
and mZ , (MW −mZ ) is given by a second degree poly-
nomial in the color (mY −mZ ). The polynomial coeffi-
cients are available on-line.
7. DETERMINATION OF B-BAND LUMINOSITY FUNCTIONS
LFs were determined for red and blue galaxy sub-samples
separately as well as for the total sample. In each case, galax-
ies in the redshift range 0.2 ≤ z < 1.2 were allocated to five
redshift bins of equal width ∆z = 0.2. For each redshift bin,
empirical binned LFs, Φ(M), were obtained by dividing the
(completeness corrected) numbers of galaxiesN in B-band ab-
solute magnitude bins of width ∆M by the comoving volume
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FIG. 6.— How an evolving cut in the (MU −MB) versus MB plane is used to separate red and blue galaxies (Equation 3). The histograms on the right plot the
relative numbers of galaxies of different restrame colors at the absolute magnitudes indicated by the vertical white lines and show graphically how the position
of the green valley was determined. They indicate that bimodality is present even in the highest redshift bin.
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FIG. 7.— Example plot showing how we determine absolute magnitudes
from observed colors using the method of Beare et al. (2014). The colored
markers plot computed values of KBI ≡ (MB +DM)− I against (R− I) for the
129 template SEDs from Brown et al. (2014) at z = 0.4. DM is the distance
modulus. The curve is the best fit second degree polynomial to the tem-
plate data points and enables absolute magnitudes MB to be determined from
apparent R and I magnitudes. The RMS offset from the template points is
shown in the top left corner. Outliers offset by more than 0.2 mag from the
polynomials are excluded from the polynomial fitting.
∆V corresponding to the given redshift range ∆z, i.e.:
Φ(M) = N/∆V. (5)
Parameters φ∗,M∗,α for the best fitting Schechter function
φ(M) to the binned luminosity function Φ(M) were obtained
using a least squares χ2 fit minimisation technique. At the
faint end we restricted ourselves to magnitudes M < Mfaint
for which at least 95% of observed galaxies (when those with
I > 24.0 are also included) had apparent magnitudes brighter
than our faint limit of I = 24.0. Mfaint was determined from
plots of MB +DM − I against redshift. We also confirmed that
our [3.6µm]< 23.3 cut did not eat into the sample. No bright
end limit was used. Because our sample was at least 95%
complete at all apparent I-band magnitudes within each red-
shift bin, we did not need to use the 1/Vmax method to correct
for varying completeness, but could use a simple best fit in
each redshift bin to the numbers in different absolute mag-
nitude bins in order to provide a first estimate of the best fit
Schechter function.
These least squares best-fit Schechter parameters were
used as starting points for determining maximum likelihood
Schechter fits (e.g. Marshall et al. 1983) to the magnitude-
redshift distribution (M,z) within each redshift bin. The I-
band completeness correction described in Section 5.3 was
included in the analysis. We used the same faint limit Mfaint
as for the least squares fits. No bright end limit was used.
The space densities of faint galaxies become increasingly
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hard to determine accurately at higher redshifts where sam-
ple completeness drops rapidly and apparent magnitudes and
photometric redshifts become increasingly uncertain. For
this reason, α, which determines the faint end slope of the
Schechter function, becomes increasingly hard to measure as
redshift increases. As we are unable to measure any possible
evolution of α, we adopted fixed α values of −0.5,−1.3 and
−1.1 for red, blue and all galaxies respectively, based on their
best fitting maximum likelihood values in the two lowest red-
shift bins (0.2≤ z< 0.4 and 0.4≤ z< 0.6). The values of φ∗,
M∗ and α when α is treated as a free parameter are presented
in Table 6.
7.1. Sources of error
As with all large volume surveys, the largest source of error
is cosmic variance (e.g. Somerville et al. 2004; Brown et al.
2007). To estimate its effect on our measurements we chose
nine subfields, each 0.7 deg square, or 16.9 times smaller than
our total field area, repeated our determinations of luminosity
function evolution for each, and measured the standard de-
viations of our parameters. We chose non-contiguous sub-
fields in order to minimise correlation between subfields due
to structures such as cluster, filaments and voids overlapping
two subfields. Assuming no such correlation we would ex-
pect the numbers of galaxies in given redshift and absolute
magnitude bins to be Poisson variables and the standard de-
viation for the whole field to be
√
16.9 times smaller than
that between the individual subfields. The cosmic variance in
each redshift bin is ∼ 3%. (The smallest and largest values
are 1.8% for 0.2 ≤ z < 0.4 and 4.3% for 0.4 ≤ z < 0.6.) Us-
ing mock catalogues and the same photometry Brown et al.
(2008) obtained cosmic variances for 0.2≤ z< 1.0 red galax-
ies of ∼ 8% within each redshift bin. They note that uncer-
tainties derived from mock catalogs are typically 50% larger
and should be more robust than those obtained from subsam-
ples because large-scale structures can span more than one
subsample. As one would expect from the fact that red galax-
ies are more strongly concentrated in clusters than blue, the
cosmic variance for red galaxies in different redshift bins is
up to twice as great as for all galaxies.
We determined cosmic variance errors for our Schechter pa-
rameters, and for luminosity density and the magnitude of the
brightest galaxies, by fitting maximum likelihood Schechter
functions for each of the nine subfields individually. As we
see later in Section 8 cosmic variance errors do not signifi-
cantly affect our results. However, the true errors are likely to
be slightly larger as clustering features such as filaments may
extend across more than one of our subfields, even though
they are smaller than the whole Boötes field.
We also investigated the effect of the random photometric
redshift errors shown in Figure 3 and Table 3 on our max-
imum likelihood luminosity functions. We did this by con-
volving Gaussian functions representing the random photo-
metric redshift errors (typically σz ∼ 0.03) with our measured
Schechter functions, and found that the change in magnitude
at any fixed space density was less than 0.01 mag, except for
the bright end of the luminosity function in the lowest redshift
bin (0.2≤ z< 0.4). However, most luminous galaxies in this
redshift range have spectroscopic redshifts, and we use these
in preference to photometric ones when available, so our er-
rors should remain no more than ∼0.01 mag at all redshifts.
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FIG. 8.— Binned B-band space densities for all galaxies (points) and
the best-fitting maximumum likelihood Schechter function (smooth curves).
Also shown are results from Bell et al. (2004, COMBO17), Willmer et al.
(2006, DEEP2), Zucca et al. (2009, COSMOS) and Cool et al. (2012, AGES).
Low redshift (z∼ 0.1) LFs from SDSS (Blanton 2006) and 2dFGRS (Madg-
wick et al. 2002) are also shown and the latter provides a fixed reference in
each panel. Significant fading of the bright end of the LF is evident. As
quantified later in Figures 14 to 17, our LFs are in broad agreement with the
literature, but smoother due to the large sample size.
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TABLE 6
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD VALUES OF PARAMETERS, LUMINOSITY DENSITY AND
ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE OF HIGHLY LUMINOUS GALAXIES WHEN α IS ALLOWED TO
VARY.
z α φ∗ M∗B −5 logh70 MB
(
10−4.0
)
−5 logh70
/10−3 h370 Mpc
−3 mag−1
All galaxies - variable α
0.3 −1.24±0.09 4.40±0.31 −20.90±0.07 −22.24±0.03
0.5 −1.10±0.05 5.50±0.22 −21.00±0.09 −22.44±0.07
0.7 −1.18±0.05 4.71±0.29 −21.16±0.08 −22.53±0.03
0.9 −1.59±0.10 4.14±0.37 −21.50±0.10 −22.69±0.04
1.1 −1.81±0.01 2.59±0.16 −21.72±0.05 −22.69±0.04
Red galaxies - variable α
0.3 −0.58±0.20 2.51±0.13 −20.63±0.06 −22.05±0.03
0.5 −0.57±0.15 2.68±0.16 −20.81±0.16 −22.26±0.06
0.7 −0.60±0.17 1.79±0.19 −21.01±0.15 −22.29±0.03
0.9 −0.93±0.09 1.96±0.19 −21.26±0.07 −22.44±0.04
1.1 −1.44±0.07 1.34±0.13 −21.51±0.07 −22.35±0.03
Blue galaxies - variable α
0.3 −1.48±0.19 2.39±0.23 −20.90±0.56 −21.95±2.15
0.5 −1.32±0.04 3.15±0.24 −20.99±0.08 −22.19±0.08
0.7 −1.42±0.06 2.97±0.21 −21.19±0.12 −22.33±0.03
0.9 −1.93±0.12 2.04±0.28 −21.64±0.15 −22.49±0.04
1.1 −2.18±0.07 0.99±0.19 −21.97±0.11 −22.25±0.06
TABLE 7
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD VALUES OF PARAMETERS, LUMINOSITY DENSITY AND ABSOLUTE
MAGNITUDE OF HIGHLY LUMINOUS GALAXIES WHEN α IS SET TO ITS VALUES AT 0.2 < z < 0.6.
z α φ∗ M∗B −5 logh70 MB
(
10−4.0
)
−5 logh70 jB
/10−3 h370 Mpc
−3 mag−1 /108 h70 LMpc−3
All galaxies - fixed α
0.3 −1.1 5.51±0.25 −20.74±0.06 −22.18±0.04 1.61±0.09
0.5 −1.1 5.50±0.23 −21.00±0.08 −22.44±0.07 2.05±0.15
0.7 −1.1 5.16±0.09 −21.09±0.04 −22.52±0.04 2.10±0.07
0.9 −1.1 6.05±0.22 −21.19±0.05 −22.67±0.04 2.70±0.08
1.1 −1.1 3.83±0.19 −21.35±0.06 −22.69±0.05 1.98±0.08
Red galaxies - fixed α
0.3 −0.5 2.67±0.10 −20.56±0.04 −22.03±0.03 0.55±0.02
0.5 −0.5 2.85±0.10 −20.74±0.08 −22.23±0.06 0.70±0.03
0.7 −0.5 1.89±0.10 −20.93±0.05 −22.29±0.03 0.55±0.01
0.9 −0.5 2.21±0.20 −21.02±0.05 −22.43±0.04 0.70±0.04
1.1 −0.5 1.52±0.13 −21.11±0.05 −22.38±0.03 0.52±0.02
Blue galaxies - fixed α
0.3 −1.3 3.53±0.06 −20.64±0.05 −21.88±0.05 1.15±0.05
0.5 −1.3 3.23±0.16 −20.97±0.09 −22.19±0.08 1.43±0.14
0.7 −1.3 3.46±0.02 −21.08±0.05 −22.31±0.06 1.69±0.08
0.9 −1.3 3.78±0.11 −21.22±0.06 −22.49±0.04 2.11±0.05
1.1 −1.3 2.50±0.14 −21.39±0.09 −22.52±0.07 1.63±0.06
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FIG. 9.— Binned B-band space densities for red galaxies (points) and
the best-fitting maximumum likelihood Schechter function (smooth curves).
Also shown are results from the literature, as detailed in the caption to Figure
8. The low redshift LF of 2dFGRS galaxies (Madgwick et al. 2002) provides
a fixed reference in each panel. The fading of the bright end of the LF is clear,
and largely accounted for by passive evolution as the text argues. The peak of
the LF increases with decreasing redshift, indicating a build up of red galaxy
stellar mass. As quantified later in Figures 14 to 17, our LFs are in broad
agreement with the literature, but smoother due to the large sample size.
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FIG. 10.— Binned B-band space densities for blue galaxies (points) and
the best-fitting maximumum likelihood Schechter function (smooth curves).
Also shown are results from the literature, as detailed in the caption to Figure
8. The low redshift LF of 2dFGRS galaxies (Madgwick et al. 2002) provides
a fixed reference in each panel. The fading of the bright end of the LF is clear,
and largely accounted for by downsizing. As quantified later in Figures 14 to
17, our LFs are in broad agreement with the literature, but smoother due to
the large sample size.
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FIG. 11.— Evolution of the B-band luminosity function for all galaxies.
Best-fitting maximumum likelihood Schechter functions for different redshift
bins are shown by smooth curves. Filled symbols indicate space densities
included in the maximum likelihood fitting. Error bars show 1 −σ Poisson
errors for the binned space densities.
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FIG. 12.— Evolution of the B-band luminosity function for red galaxies.
Best-fitting maximumum likelihood Schechter functions for different redshift
bins are shown by smooth curves. Filled symbols indicate space densities in-
cluded in the maximum likelihood fitting. Open symbols show space densi-
ties for faint galaxies excluded from the fitting because of the excess density
of red galaxies above a Schechter function at the faint end. Error bars show
1−σ Poisson errors for the binned space densities.
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FIG. 13.— Evolution of the B-band luminosity function for blue galaxies.
Best-fitting maximumum likelihood Schechter functions for different redshift
bins are shown by smooth curves. Filled symbols indicate space densities
included in the maximum likelihood fitting. Error bars show 1 −σ Poisson
errors for the binned space densities.
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8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
8.1. The evolution of space density and characteristic
magnitude
Our binned space densities and maximum likelihood fits
are shown in Figures 8 to 10 and tabulated in Tables 8 to 10.
We plot the low redshift luminosity functions from 2dFGRS
(Madgwick et al. 2002) in all bins to provide a fixed reference.
Results from the prior literature are also shown in the figures
for comparison purposes.
Figures 11 to 13 show the evolution of our maximum likeli-
hood Schechter functions on single plots for all, red and blue
galaxies. Evolution of the corresponding Schechter parame-
ters is given in Table 7 and shown graphically in Figures 14
and 15.
Blue galaxies are more numerous than red at all redshifts
and the difference is particularly marked for faint galaxies,
as red galaxies show a downturn in space density at faint
magnitudes (per unit magnitude, but not per unit luminosity),
whereas the space density of blue galaxies continues rising
steeply towards fainter magnitudes. In the first redshift bin
in Figures 9 and 12 we can just detect the same upturn in
the number of very faint red galaxies below MB ∼ −19.0 that
has been reported by other authors (e.g. Blanton et al. 2005;
Madgwick et al. 2002). This upturn represents an excess of
very faint red galaxies above the numbers predicted by a pure
Schechter function, and is generally parameterised by adding
a second Schechter term (e.g. Blanton et al. 2005; Madgwick
et al. 2002; Loveday et al. 2012). However, our measurements
do not extend to faint enough magnitudes to measure the up-
turn in faint galaxy numbers in the same way that can be done
in the low redshift Universe.
We see from Figures 8 to 13 and Figure 15 that that the
overall distribution of luminosities is fading, with the blue
galaxy distribution fading faster than the red. The fading of
0.6 mag per unit redshift in the values of M∗ for red galax-
ies from z = 1.1 to z = 0.3 is due to a combination of passive
stellar fading and the arrival of new galaxies on the red se-
quence as they cease to form stars. The fading of 0.8 mag per
unit redshift for blue galaxies from z = 0.9 to z = 0.3 is con-
sistent with downsizing (Cowie et al. 1996) - that on average
more massive galaxies in the blue cloud cease star formation
and move across the green valley to the red sequence earlier
than less massive ones. (We omit the highest redshift bin for
blue and all galaxies because redshift uncertainty makes fit-
ting a Schechter function unreliable when the faint end slope
is steep and space density measurements are not available for
fainter galaxies.)
The characteristic space density φ∗ (shown in Figure 14)
provides an approximate measure of the space density close
to the characteristic magnitude (φ = 1.086φ∗ at M = M∗). For
red galaxies φ∗ increased by ∼50% from z ∼ 1.1 to z ∼ 0.3
while φ∗ for blue galaxies changed very little from z∼ 0.9 to
z ∼ 0.3. These trends are also consistent with the migration
of blue galaxies to the red sequence and with downsizing.
A detailed interpretation of M∗ and φ∗ evolution is not
straightforward. This is partly due to the well-known degen-
eracy between the Schechter parameters, but it also due to
the complexity of the various physical processes involved in
transforming the properties and space density of galaxies, es-
pecially blue galaxies.
8.2. The evolution of luminosity density
Luminosity density j has a more direct physical interpreta-
tion than the individual Schechter parameters M∗ and φ∗ as
it represents the total flux emitted by all the stars in a galaxy
population in a particular waveband. We use Equation 2 to
determine luminosity density from the Schechter parameters
for each redshift bin, integrating over all luminosities from
zero to infinity. For blue galaxies, α. −1.0 and the Schechter
function increases without limit as L → 0, but the faintest
galaxies do not contribute significantly to the total luminos-
ity density. However the total luminosity density as given
by Equation 2 does depend sensitively on the precise value
of α. For example, with a typical characteristic magnitude
M∗ = −20.5 we find that the fraction of the luminosity con-
tributed by galaxies fainter than M∗ = −17 is 12%(6%,1%)
for α = −1.3 (−1.1,−0.5).
For red galaxies, α ∼ −0.5 and the space density decreases
at fainter magnitudes so that it is insensitive to the precise
value of α adopted, and this is reflected in the fact that Γ(α+2)
in Equation (2) has a minimum at α = −0.5. As already indi-
cated, several studies have detected an excess of very faint red
galaxies above the predictions of a simple Schechter function
model, but despite this excess, the number of red galaxies still
decreases so rapidly as L decreases to the faintest luminosi-
ties that we do not introduce significant error in the computed
luminosity density by excluding it from our calculations.
As Figure 16 shows, we find that the total B-band stellar
luminosity density of red galaxies increased marginally from
z ∼ 1.1 to z ∼ 0.3 while that of blue galaxies almost halved
from z ∼ 0.9 to z ∼ 0.3. (Again we omit the highest red-
shift bins for blue and all galaxies because redshift uncertainty
makes determination of Schechter function parameters unre-
liable.)
For red galaxies, luminosity density provides a relatively
good proxy for stellar mass, as stellar mass to light (M/L)
ratios correlate well with optical colors (e.g. Bell & de Jong
2001; Bell et al. 2003; Taylor et al. 2011; Wilkins et al. 2013)
and these vary little from one red galaxy to another. Further-
more, the red galaxy luminosity density is insensitive to the
adopted value of α. Most of the red galaxy luminosity density
comes from galaxies close to M∗ (e.g. ∼ 80% from galaxies
within 1.2 mag of M∗ for α = −0.5, M∗ = −20.0).
Red galaxy stellar luminosity density has not faded as fast
as it would have done due to passive stellar evolution alone,
and we attribute the difference almost entirely to galaxies mi-
grating from the blue cloud, with no contribution from merg-
ers because dry mergers between quiescent red galaxies do
not change the total red galaxy luminosity density.
We can estimate how the stellar mass in red galaxies evolves
if we assume a fixed value G (< 0) for the rate of change with
redshift of log(M/L) for quiescent galaxies:
d
dz
log
(
M
L
)
= G. (6)
In terms of total stellar mass density m and total luminos-
ity density j for the stellar populations in red galaxies this
becomes:
d
dz
log
(
m
j
)
= G. (7)
Given measurements of the initial luminosity density j0 at
redshift z0 and the luminosity density j at any subsequent red-
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FIG. 14.— Evolution of the B-band characteristic space density φ∗, as-
suming fixed alpha values of −0.5,−1.3 and −1.1 for red, blue and all galax-
ies respectively. φ∗ for red galaxies increases by ∼50% from z = 1.1 to
z = 0.3 while φ∗ for blue galaxies hardly changes from z = 0.9 to z = 0.3.
(We discount the points at z = 1.1 for blue and all galaxies because of pho-
tometric redshift uncertainty.) Also shown are results from Bell et al. (2004,
COMBO17), Brown et al. (2007, NDWFS), Faber et al. (2007, COMBO17),
Willmer et al. (2006, DEEP2), Zucca et al. (2009, COSMOS) and Cool
et al. (2012, AGES), and low redshift (z∼ 0.1) results from Madgwick et al.
(2002, 2dFGRS), Blanton (2006, SDSS) and Loveday et al. (2012, GAMA).
As described in the text we calculated the SDSS Schechter parameters us-
ing Table 2 of Blanton (2006), restricting ourselves to galaxies brighter than
MB = −18.5. Error bars on our results show errors due to cosmic variance.
Error bars on results from the literature are as published (except those for
SDSS which are not shown). As explained in Section 8.4, the low φ∗ values
for all galaxies from Faber et al. (2007); Willmer et al. (2006) and Cool et al.
(2012) can be ascribed to their adoption of a steeper faint slope parameter α.
shift z, we can subtract the contribution to luminosity density
evolution due to passive evolution, and estimate how much
the stellar mass density has increased. From Equation (7):
log
(
m
m0
)
= log
(
j
j0
)
+G(z− z0). (8)
We adopt the value G = −0.55 for d log(M/L)/dz based on
evolution of single burst SSPs and on studies of the evolution
of the Fundamental Plane up to z ∼ 1. Values derived from
evolution of single burst Bruzual & Charlot (2003) SSP mod-
els (solar metallicity, Chabrier IMF, Padova 1994 library) are
-0.52, -0.55, -0.61 and -0.71 for star formation redshifts z f of
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FIG. 15.— Evolution of the B-band characteristic magnitude M∗, assum-
ing fixed alpha values of −0.5,−1.3 and −1.1 for red, blue and all galaxies
respectively. M∗ for red galaxies fades by 0.6 mag per unit redshift from
z = 1.1 to z = 0.3 while that for blue galaxies fades more (0.8 mag per unit
redshift) from z = 0.9 to z = 0.3. (We discount the points at z = 1.1 for blue
and all galaxies because of photometric redshift uncertainty.) Also shown are
results from the literature as listed in each panel and referenced in the caption
to Figure 14.
4, 3, 2, 1 respectively. Our value of G = −0.55 corresponds to
z f = 3 and differs by only 5% from the z f = 4 value and 10%
from the z f = 2 value.
Values for G derived from evolution of the Fundamental
Plane are -0.72 for field spheroidals in Treu et al. (2005), -
0.66 for early type galaxies in van der Wel et al. (2006), -0.60
for cluster galaxies in Holden et al. (2010), -0.54 for cluster
galaxies in Saglia et al. (2010) and -0.76 for field galaxies in
Saglia et al. (2010). Given the large scatter in Fundamental
Plane M/L measurements, especially for less massive galax-
ies (e.g. Treu et al. 2005; Saglia et al. 2010) these slightly
faster rates of evolution agree with those derived from SSP
models within the measurement errors.
The assumed rate of fading represents a luminosity
weighted average value over red galaxies of all masses and
our analysis does not take into account the fact that star for-
mation peaked earlier in more massive galaxies (e.g. De Lucia
et al. 2006; Thomas et al. 2010; Moresco et al. 2010) resulting
in slower passive evolution in highly luminous massive galax-
ies (e.g. Treu et al. 2005; Saglia et al. 2010). Our simplified
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FIG. 16.— Evolution of the B-band luminosity density j, assuming fixed
alpha values of −0.5,−1.3 and −1.1 for red, blue and all galaxies respectively.
The luminosity density of red galaxies increases marginally from z = 1.1 to
z = 0.3 while that for blue galaxies almost halves from z = 0.9 to z = 0.3. (We
discount the points at z = 1.1 for blue and all galaxies because of photometric
redshift uncertainty.) Also shown are results from the literature as listed in
each panel and referenced in the caption to Figure 14. In the case of SDSS
and where stellar luminosity densities have not been quoted by the author we
have determined them from the Schechter parameters using Equation (2).
approach enables us to obtain an approximate measure of stel-
lar mass growth in red galaxies. An alternative approach uses
the tight correlation of optical M/L ratios with restframe op-
tical colors (e.g. Bell & de Jong 2001; Bell et al. 2003; Taylor
et al. 2011; Wilkins et al. 2013) to measure evolution of the
stellar mass function and many studies have done this (Drory
et al. 2005; Bundy et al. 2006; Borch et al. 2006; Arnouts et al.
2007; Pérez-González et al. 2008; Ilbert et al. 2010; Brammer
et al. 2011; González et al. 2011; Mortlock et al. 2011; Il-
bert et al. 2013; Moustakas et al. 2013; Muzzin et al. 2013).
We take this approach in Paper II. Although they have the ad-
vantage of being conceptually simple, measurements of SMF
evolution suffer from the disadvantage that they are depen-
dent on the particular choices of model used (e.g. SED fit or
M/L ratio, dust obscuration, stellar IMF). By contrast LF evo-
lution measurements are model independent, and the simple
conclusions presented here regarding red galaxy stellar mass
evolution can easily be modified to take account of any more
precise future measurements of stellar M/L ratios.
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FIG. 17.— Evolution of the bright end of the B-band luminosity function
from z = 1.1 to z = 0.3, assuming fixed alpha values of −0.5,−1.3 and −1.1
for red, blue and all galaxies respectively. The luminosity evolution of the
brightest galaxies is indicated by the value ofMB−5 logh70 at which the space
density is 10−4.0h370 Mpc
−3 mag−1. The rate of fading of individual highly
luminous red galaxies increased from z = 1.1 to z = 0.1. Also shown are
results that we have calculated from the Schechter parameters published in
the optical LF literature as listed in each panel and referenced in the caption
to Figure 14.
Taking the stellar mass as unity in arbitrary units at z0 =
1.1, Equation (8) enables us to determine how the stellar mass
density in red galaxies has evolved. As Figure 18 shows, we
find that overall the stellar mass in red galaxies increased by
a factor of around 3.6 from z ∼ 1.1 to z ∼ 0.1. Increasing
the rate of passive fading −d log(M/L)/dz by 0.1 (i.e. 15% or
0.25 mag per unit redshift) increases this factor to 4.5, while
decreasing it by a similar amount reduces it to 2.9.
8.3. The evolution of highly luminous galaxies
Because of the steepness of the bright end of the luminosity
function, a small amount of evolution in galaxy luminosity
and small photometric errors can produce large changes in
the space density at fixed luminosity. However, it is possible
to accurately measure the evolution of the magnitude Mfixed
corresponding to a fixed space density, and we choose to do
this for a space density of 10−4.0h370 Mpc
−3 mag−1. Our results
are given in Table 7 and plotted in Figure 17, together with
results based on Schechter parameters from the literature. We
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FIG. 18.— The luminosity density of red galaxies has changed relatively
little from z = 1.1 to z = 0.1 (right axis and red points). The point at z = 0.1
is for 2dFGRS (Madgwick et al. 2002). Comparison with evolution of a pas-
sive stellar population whose stellar mass to light ratio has evolved according
to d log(M/L)/dz = −0.55 (right axis and solid green curve) implies that the
stellar mass in red galaxies increased by a factor of ∼ 3.6 (left axis and blue
points). The dashed and dotted curves show the results assuming faster and
slower rates of passive evolution with d log(M/L)/dz = −0.65 and -0.45 re-
spectively. Error bars on our results show errors due to cosmic variance.
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FIG. 19.— The absolute magnitude of luminous red galaxies at a fixed
comoving space density of 10−4.0h370 Mpc
−3 mag−1 (right axis and red points)
is seen to fade at an increasingly rapid rate from z = 1.1 to z = 0.1. The point
at z = 0.1 is for 2dFGRS (Madgwick et al. 2002). By comparing this rate
of fading with that to be expected on the basis of pure luminosity evolution
with d log(M/L)/dz = −0.55 (right axis and solid green line), we find that
individual highly luminous red galaxies slightly more than doubled in mass
from z = 1.1 to z ∼ 0.1 (left axis and blue points). The dashed and dotted
curves show the results assuming faster and slower rates of passive evolution
with d log(M/L)/dz = −0.65 and -0.45 respectively. Error bars on our results
show errors due to cosmic variance.
find that the most massive red galaxies are ∼ 0.4 mag fainter
at z∼ 0.3 than at z∼ 1.1, while highly luminous blue galaxies
are ∼ 0.5 mag fainter at z ∼ 0.3 than at z ∼ 0.9. The rate of
fading has been increasing in both cases.
As discussed in Section 1, Bell et al. (2004) demonstrated
that there were insufficient highly luminous blue galaxies at
z ∼ 1 to give rise to the highly luminous red galaxies we see
at lower redshifts via cessation of star formation. There have
also been too few major mergers between red galaxies since
z∼ 1.0 to account for their formation. The observed evolution
in Mfixed for red galaxies must therefore be due to a combina-
tion of passive evolution and minor mergers in a fixed popula-
tion of massive red galaxies. As can be seen from Figure 17,
massive, highly luminous red galaxies have been fading at an
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FIG. 20.— Showing that maximum likelihood values of φ∗ and M∗ are
critically dependent on the fixed value of α adopted. (M∗,φ∗) values are
plotted as red circles for all galaxies at 0.2≤ z< 0.4 and five different values
of α: our preferred value of α = −1.1, and four others. The error bars for
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FIG. 21.— Showing that luminosity density measurements are affected rel-
atively little by the fixed value ofα adopted, even though the maximum likeli-
hood values of φ∗ and M∗ vary considerably, as shown in Figure 20. Similar
plots show that the measured luminosity density of red galaxies is much less
dependent on α than that of blue.
increasing rate since z ∼ 1. Including the results from 2dF-
GRS at z ∼ 0.1, we find that for individual highly luminous
red galaxies the rate of fading increased from ∼0.2 mag per
unit redshift at z = 1.0 to ∼0.8 at z = 0.2.
As with total stellar mass density in the previous section,
we can make allowance for the passive fading of the stars
in highly luminous red galaxies and estimate their increase
in mass due to minor mergers. As discussed in the previ-
ous section, today’s massive red galaxies formed their stars
earlier than less massive ones and have therefore faded more
slowly since z ∼ 1 than red galaxies as a whole. We do not
take this into account but adopt the same preferred value for
G = d log(M/L)/dz of -0.55 per unit redshift and indicate how
varying this figure by ±0.1 alters our conclusions. Writing M
for the mass of an individual luminous red galaxy and MB for
its absolute B-band magnitude, Equation (6) becomes:
d
dz
(logM +0.4MB) = G. (9)
Taking the stellar mass of a luminous red galaxy as unity in
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arbitrary units at z0 = 1.1, Equation (9) enables us to estimate
the rate of mass increase due to mergers. As Figure 19 shows,
we find that the stellar mass in individual highly luminous red
galaxies increased by a factor of around 2.2 from z ∼ 1.1 to
z∼ 0.1. Increasing the rate of passive fading −d log(M/L)/dz
by 0.1 (i.e. 15% or 0.25 mag per unit redshift) increases this
factor to 2.8, while decreasing it by a similar amount reduces
it to 1.8.
The situation for highly luminous blue galaxies cannot eas-
ily be interpreted, as new star formation and accretion by
mergers can both produce brightening, while passive fading
and the reduction or cessation of star formation can both re-
sult in fading.
8.4. Comparison with the literature
As can be seen from Figures 8 to 10 and 14 to 17, our re-
sults are for the most part in broad agreement with previous
authors. In particular, our results line up well with those from
low redshift surveys including 2dFGRS, SDSS and GAMA. It
is particularly noticeable in Figures 14 to 17 that we see less
scatter with redshift than other studies and we attribute this to
our much larger sample size.
It is well known that φ∗, M∗ and α are highly degener-
ate parameters. In particular, the measured values of φ∗ and
M∗ depend critically on the value of α adopted. As Figure
14 shows, our values for φ∗ for red and blue galaxies com-
bined are almost double those obtained by Bell et al. (2004);
Willmer et al. (2006) and Faber et al. (2007) using DEEP2
and COMBO17 data. However, the discrepancy largely dis-
appears if we adopt their value α = −1.3 rather than our pre-
ferred value of α = −1.1, as can be seen from Figure 20, which
compares the φ∗ and M∗ values obtained using α values of
−1.3,−1.2,−1.1,−1.0 and −0.9 for the example redshift bin
0.2 ≤ z < 0.4. Figure 21 shows that luminosity density mea-
surements are affected relatively little by the fixed value of
α adopted, even though the maximum likelihood values of
φ∗ and M∗ vary considerably. This is fortunate as luminos-
ity density is a more physically meaningful quantity than the
individual Schechter parameters.
We calculated the SDSS Schechter parameters using the
binned data from Table 2 of Blanton (2006), restricting our-
selves to galaxies brighter than MB = −18.5. We did this be-
cause we could not obtain a satisfactory fit at the bright end
if we included the fainter galaxies in the table (luminosities
MB > −18.5), and because the space density for all galax-
ies fainter than than MB ∼ −18.5 showed showed a signifi-
cant downturn as compared with the measurements of Blan-
ton et al. (2005) for very near (z< 0.01) SDSS galaxies which
extend to much fainter magnitudes.
Cosmic variance uncertainties determined using subsam-
ples are shown by error bars in Figure 20. Uncertainties in
performing the maximum likelihood fits are shown by 1 −σ
and 2 − σ contours and these are comparable in magnitude.
As one progresses to higher redshifts the maximum likeli-
hood uncertainty decreases (because the numbers of galaxies
in a redshift bin increases), while the cosmic variance error
remains important.
We find that the stellar mass in red galaxies as a whole in-
creased by a factor of around 3.6 from z∼ 1.1 to z∼ 0.1. Pre-
vious studies based on optical LFs have reported that it has at
least doubled from z∼ 1 to z∼ 0 (e.g. Bell et al. 2004; Brown
et al. 2007; Faber et al. 2007). Studies based on SMFs have
produced similar results. Muzzin et al. (2013) measured an in-
crease of 2.0 times in the stellar mass density of M > 108M
quiescent galaxies from 1.0< z< 1.5 to 0.5< z< 1.0 and 1.7
times from 0.5< z< 1.0 to 0.2< z< 0.5.
Brown et al. (2007) used a similar method to this work in
order to estimate the growth of stellar mass in red galaxies,
reporting a stellar mass density increase of approximately 2
since z = 1. They assumed a slightly lower rate of passive
fading based on a Bruzual & Charlot (2003) model of an SSP
with zform = 4, τ = 0.6 Gyr. This gave them fading of 1.24 mag
per unit redshift which is equivalent to G = d log(M/L)/dz =
−0.5. Using our data this gives a mass density increase of 3.2
times. Brown et al. (2007) also found that 80% of the stellar
mass in highly luminous red galaxies was already in place at
z = 0.7 so that the stellar mass growth since then has been only
25%.
Cimatti et al. (2006) reanalysed COMBO-17 data (Bell
et al. 2004) and DEEP2 data (Faber et al. 2007) also carry-
ing out a comparison with pure luminosity evolution. They
found that evolution of early type galaxies is strongly depen-
dent on their stellar mass, with M > 1011M galaxies having
changed little in number density since z∼ 0.8 but less massive
galaxies having become more numerous. They suggested that
at any redshift there is a critical mass above which virtually
all stellar mass is already in place.
All these results are consistent with a model in which star-
forming galaxies in the blue cloud cease to form stars and
move across the green valley onto the red sequence causing
a build up of quiescent SMD. They are also consistent with
downsizing (Cowie et al. 1996): that on average more mas-
sive galaxies in the blue cloud cease star formation and move
across the green valley to the red sequence earlier than less
massive ones. The recent study by Ilbert et al. (2013) showed
that the low mass end of the SMF of star-forming galaxies has
evolved more rapidly from z = 4 to z = 0.2 than the high mass
end, indicating that SF in M >∼ 1010.8M galaxies has been
quenched more rapidly than in less massive galaxies. Bundy
et al. (2006) showed that downsizing depends little on envi-
ronment, except for the most massive galaxies, implying that
it is governed by internal rather than external processes.
Measuring the mass growth of massive galaxies has proved
problematic historically, and this is reflected in the scatter be-
tween different authors seen in Figure 17. Our large sample
size and use of the magnitude at fixed space density have al-
lowed us to obtain more reliable measurements than hitherto.
For individual highly luminous red galaxies we find that stel-
lar mass has increased by a factor of ∼2.2 from z ∼ 1.1 to
z ∼ 0.1 and we see that the rate of mass assembly has been
decreasing since z ∼ 1.1, with ∼90% being assembled prior
to z = 0.5. Previous authors have found that 80% of the stel-
lar mass in z∼ 0 massive red galaxies was already in place by
z∼ 1 (e.g. Mortlock et al. 2011; Brown et al. 2007). Pozzetti
et al. (2010) found that the majority of massive (M> 1011M)
early type galaxies were already in place at z = 1, while Ilbert
et al. (2013) found that the high mass end of the SMF evolved
no more than 0.2 dex at z< 1, implying that 60% of the stel-
lar mass was already in place at z∼ 1. Lin et al. (2013) found
that brightest cluster galaxies increased in mass by a factor of
2.3 from z = 1.5 to z = 0.5 with little growth being observed
subsequent to z = 0.5, while Muzzin et al. (2013) measured an
increase of 1.6 times in the stellar mass density of individual
M > 1011.5M galaxies from z = 2.0 to z = 0.3.
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9. SUMMARY
We measured evolution of the B-band LF from z = 1.2 to
z = 0.2, improving on the prior literature by using a large
galaxy sample of 408495 selected from an 8.26 deg2 field
in Boötes with uBwRIyzJHKs optical and infrared photometry
from NDWFS, LBT Boötes, NEWFIRM and Subaru, together
with 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm infrared photometry from SD-
WFS. We used a variable aperture size and corrected for flux
falling outside the photometric aperture in order to accurately
measure total galaxy light as a function of magnitude. Abso-
lute magnitudes were determined using the large catalogue of
129 SED templates from Brown et al. (2014) and the method
of Beare et al. (2014) which minimises the impact of system-
atic errors. Our photometric redshifts were based on fits to the
templates of Brown et al. (2014). Evolution of the Schechter
parameters M∗ and φ∗ for red, blue and all galaxies was mea-
sured for fixed α values of -0.5, -1.3 and -1.1 respectively,
corresponding to the values in our two lowest redshift bins,
i.e. 0.2≤ z< 0.6, when α was treated as a free parameter.
Our measurements were compared with those from other
studies (Bell et al. 2004; Willmer et al. 2006; Faber et al.
2007; Brown et al. 2007; Zucca et al. 2009; Cool et al.
2012; Fritz et al. 2014), and in the low redshift Universe
with Madgwick et al. (2002); Blanton et al. (2005); Love-
day et al. (2012). We separated “red” and “blue” galaxies
using an evolving cut in restframe (MU −MB) versus MB color-
magnitude space, whereas many other authors have used a va-
riety of other methods.
Blue galaxies are more numerous than red at all redshifts
and are present in rapidly increasing numbers as one goes
to fainter magnitudes (faint end slope parameter α = −1.3).
The numbers of red galaxies show a downturn and decrease
rapidly at fainter magnitudes (α = −0.5). The characteristic
space density φ∗ for blue ∼ L∗ galaxies hardly changed from
z ∼ 0.9 to z ∼ 0.3 while that of red galaxies increased by
∼50% from z ∼ 1.1 to z ∼ 0.3. The characteristic magni-
tude M∗ of blue galaxies faded more than that of red (0.8 as
opposed to 0.6 mag per unit redshift).
The total luminosity density j of red galaxies increased
marginally from z ∼ 1.1 to z ∼ 0.3, while that of blue galax-
ies almost halved from z∼ 0.9 to z∼ 0.3 (our results for blue
galaxies at 1.0 ≤ z < 1.2 are uncertain because of indetermi-
nate systematic redshift errors.)
We included the low redshift (z ∼ 0.1) 2dFGRS results in
our analysis and compared the fading of luminosity density in
our red galaxy sample with that to be expected on the basis
of passive evolution alone (i.e. no star formation). From this
we inferred that the stellar mass in red galaxies increased by
a factor of ∼3.6 from z = 1.1 to z = 0.1.
The luminosity of individual highly luminous red galaxies
decreased by 0.4 mag from z = 1.1 to z = 0.3. When low red-
shift (z∼ 0.1) results from 2dFGRS were included, we found
that the rate of fading increased from ∼0.2 mag per unit red-
shift at z = 1.0 to ∼0.8 at z = 0.2. We compared the observed
fading of the bright end of the LF for red galaxies with that
to be expected for a passively evolving model and concluded
that individual highly luminous red galaxies increased in mass
by a factor of ∼2.2 from z = 1.1 to z = 0.1.
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